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Abstract. The optical method coherent gradient sensing, a real-time lat-
eral shearing interferometry, is proposed for measuring contact stress
fields under static and dynamic loading conditions. Feasibility of the
method is first established under quasi-static conditions. Under dynamic
conditions, the method has been used in conjunction with high-speed
photography. The interference patterns representing stress gradients are
used for extracting impact load history. Loading rates of approximately
14 MN/sec have been observed. The optical measurements are com-
pared with the computed values obtained using finite element simula-
tions. © 1999 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[S0091-3286(99)01811-5]
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1 Introduction

In view of simplicity of implementation and relative insen
sitivity to rigid body motions, real-time shearing interfe
ometry has become a tool for a number of engineer
investigations,1–5 namely, optical component testing, e
perimental stress and strain analysis, and flame diagnos
The underlying concept of the method involves quantifi
tion of the object wave front warping by measuring i
plane derivatives representing local angular deflections
light rays in the direction of shearing. This is accomplish
through directional shearing of the object wave front us
a variety of optical devices—prisms, gratings, or optic
flats, to name a few. Recently, a lateral shearing inter
ometer with an on-line spatial filtering arrangement cal
coherent gradient sensing~CGS! has been proposed fo
photomechanics investigations.3,4 The method is applicable
to the study of both transparent and opaque objects. In
former, the warping of the object wave front is due to
combination of elasto-optic and Poisson effects, while
the latter it is due to the Poisson effect alone. The met
has been used successfully in a number of static and
namic fracture mechanics studies.

Mechanical response of materials subjected to imp
loading is of practical significance in various engineeri
situations.6 Some common examples include particle im
pact on airplane skin and coated turbine blades, mis
impact on armor, manufacturing processes such as for
and high-speed machining, and other situations involv
mechanical contact. The inertial and stress concentra
effects in these situations often produce material dama
Some of the previous investigators have successfully d
onstrated the applicability of optical techniques such
moiréphotography,7 digital speckle pattern interferometry8

and laser speckle interferometry9 for mapping both in-plane
and out-of-plane motion in solids subjected to impact lo
ing. In the current study, CGS is used to study static a
1932 Opt. Eng. 38(11) 1932–1937 (November 1999) 0091-3286/99/$
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dynamic contact stress fields in a planar solid subjecte
edge loading. The measurements are compared with id
ized analytical and numerical models.

2 The Optical Technique

The optical arrangement for the method of coherent gra
ent sensing is shown in Fig. 1. A beam of laser light~wave
length l! is expanded and collimated. The light beam
transmitted through a transparent object or reflected fro
specularly reflective opaque object. The object wave fr
is transmitted through a pair of Ronchi gratingsG1 andG2

of pitch p with principal grating direction, say, parallel t
the y axis. The separation distance between the two g
ings along the optical axis isD. The resulting diffracted
light emerging from the first grating consists of a zero a
several odd diffraction orders. For the sake of simplic
and without losing generality, consider diffraction ordersEi

( i 50,61). Let ud@5sin21(l/p)# be the diffraction angle.
Each of these diffracted wave fronts undergo a second
fraction and the wave fronts propagate in several disc
directions denoted byE( i , j ) ~i 50,61, j 50,61!. These are
collected by a filtering/imaging lens and the spectral co
tents appear as a series of diffraction spots on the b
focal plane of the lens. Using a filtering aperture, all b
61 diffraction orders are blocked as shown. The filter
information produces laterally sheared object wave fro
on the image plane resulting in a generic pointQ on the
object plane imaged atQ8,Q9 on the image plane. Note
that the imaging system is focused on the object plane

Consider the interference produced in the overlapp
portion of the sheared wave fronts on the image plane.
an undeformed specimen~or planar object wave front! @see
Fig. 2~a!# the interference is due to the optical path diffe
ence betweenE0 andE61 . The corresponding distribution
of intensity on the image plane is governed by
10.00 © 1999 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the optical setup and the working principle of coherent gradient sensing method.
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I 5~E01E61!~E01E61!*

5A0
21A1

212A0A1 cosk~ l 02 l 1! ~1!

whereA0 and A1 are maximum amplitudes,l 0 and l 1 are
the geometric lengths associated withE0 andE61 , respec-
tively, andk is the wave number. The path difference (l 0

2 l 1) can be expressed as

~ l 02 l 1!5D~12cosud!'D~ud
2/2! ~2!

by expanding cosud in the neighborhood of zero and ne
glecting O(ud

3) terms compared toO(ud
2) terms. Then for

constructive interference,k( l 02 l 1)52Np where N50,
61,62, . . . , andhence, constructive interference occu
when

ud/25Np/D ~3!

whereud5l/p is used. When the object deforms, the in
dent plane wave front is perturbed due to non-unifo

Fig. 2 Schematic of the diffracted wave for (a) an undeformed ob-
ject and (b) a deformed object.
changes in thickness and/or refractive index of the sp
men. Let the perturbed wave front propagate such tha
makes an anglef with the optical axis@see Fig. 2~b!#. The
intensity distribution on the image plane is

I 85A0
21A1

212A0A1 cosk~ l 082 l 18! ~4!

with ( l 082 l 18) being the path lengths ofE0 and E1 for the
deformed specimen and

~ l 082 l 18!5D$~cosf!212@cos~ud2f!#21%

'D~2udf1ud
2/2! ~5!

where terms smaller thanf2, ud
2 , andudf are neglected.

Again, for constructive interference

kud~ud/22f!52N8p, N50,61,62, . . . , ~6!

or

~ud/22f!5N8p/D. ~7!

Now, one can express the propagation vector of the ob
wave front using its direction cosines,d5aex1bey

1gez , wherea, b, andg are the direction cosines andex ,
ey , andez are unit normal in thex, y, or z direction, re-
spectively. For the case of in-plane deflection of light,a
50, b5sinf, and g5cosf. For small angles,b'f.
Hence, using Eq.~3!, Eq. ~7! can be rewritten as

b'f5~N2N8!p/D[np/D ~8!

wheren5N2N8. Thus, the interference patterns due to
deformed surface correspond to angular deflections co
sponding to contours of constantb. For the case of a non
uniform spatial deformation relative to an initially flat su
face, b changes from point-to-point and the fringe
represent the deviations from the initial planarity of t
object wave front. If the Ronchi gratings are oriented su
that the principal direction is along thex axis, the measured
fringes represent contours of constanta.

3 Interference Fringes and Deformation

For isotropic solids, non-uniform thickness and/or refra
tive index changes caused by the mechanical loads a
expression of the propagation vector as
1933Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 11, November 1999
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d5
]~dS!

]x
ex1

]~dS!

]y
ey1ez ~9!

where optical path length changedS can be related to
stresses4 under plane stress situation as

dS5cB~sx1sy!

where c5ct is an elasto-optic constant in transmissi
mode,c5cr is an elastic constant in the reflection mod
and B is the nominal thickness of the planar object. T
governing equation for transmission mode is,4

ctB
]~sx1sy!

]x~or ]y!
5

np

D
, n50,61,62, . . . , ~10!

and for reflection mode is

2
]w

]x~or ]y!
5crB

]~sx1sy!

]x~or ]y!
5

np

D
, n50,61,62, . . . ,

~11!

wherew is the out-of-plane displacement of the object s
face.

4 Line Load Acting on a Planar Half-Space:
Static Loading

The problem of stress amplification between contacting
ements is an important engineering problem. In our stu
application of shearing interferometry to map tw
dimensional stress fields in a transparent model under s
loading conditions was undertaken first. A polymeth
methacrylate~PMMA! sheet of nominal thickness of 9 mm
was subjected to a line load using a cylindrical profile st
loading fixture. Before applying the load, a uniform brig
field was obtained in the region of interest. The fringe p
tern near the vicinity of the edge load is shown in Fig. 3~a!
for a load level of approximately 1500 N. Other experime
tal parameters used in the experiment were grating p
p525.4mm, grating separation distanceD538 mm, and
wave length of lightl5633 nm. The resulting optical sen
sitivity is approximately 6.631024 rad/fringe. The profile
of the contacting cylinder is also clearly visible in the fi
ure. The far field region is essentially a uniform bright fie
(n50) while the contact region has an intense concen
tion of fringes that are symmetric about the loading a
representing stress amplification. As one approaches
contact point, the angular deflection of light increases a
the finite dimension of the filtering aperture blocks the
formation very close to the contact point and, hence, los
some optical information occurs.

A closed form elastic solution for the problem exists
the literature5 with the hydrostatic stress for plane stre
given by

~sx1sy!52
2P cosu

pBr
~12!

where (r ,u) are the polar coordinates as shown in Fig. 3~b!,
and P is the applied load. It can be seen that the stres
1934 Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 11, November 1999
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tend to infinity asr→0, suggesting a singular behavio
near the applied load. For the field quantity under cons
eration, the relationship between the idealized mechan
field and the interference fringes becomes

ct

2P cos 2u

pr 2 5
np

D
. ~13!

For PMMA the elasto-optic constant isct>20.9 m2/N.10

From this, one can estimate the applied loadP using opti-
cal interference data, and measurements alongu50° are
plotted in Fig. 4 as solid symbols while the broken lin
represents the applied load measured using a load cell.
optical measurements are in good agreement with the
plied load over a range of normalized radial distance
0.4,r /B,1.2. As one approaches the point of applicati
of the load, the optical measurements underestimate
actual value due to~a! the break down of the planar as
sumptions near the stress concentration,~b! finite area of
contact resulting from deformations, and/or~c! material
nonlinearity effects. Also, as one moves sufficiently f
away from the point of application of the load, say, beyo
r /B;1.2, the far field state of stress that is ignored in E
~12! begins to affect the description.

Fig. 3 (a) CGS fringes representing contours of (sx1sy) gradients
in the x direction for a statically loaded PMMA sheet, and (b) sche-
matic of line load acting on the edge of a planar object.
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5 Line Load Acting on a Planar Sheet: Dynamic
Loading

Next, mapping of contact stress fields during impact lo
ing using real-time shearing interferometry was undertak
The evolution of dynamic stress fields in a PMMA samp
was recorded using CGS optical setup in conjunction w
high-speed photography. The schematic of the experim
tal setup is shown in Fig. 5. It consisted of a cavity dump
argon-ion laser operating at a 514-nm wave length a
coherent strobe light. The rest of the optical setup was s
lar to the one used in the quasi-static investigation w
grating separation distanceD570 mm. The interference
patterns were captured using a rotating mirror high-sp
camera. A framing rate of 185,000 fps with individu
frames exposed over a 50-ns duration was used during
experiment. A co-axially mounted three-facet mirror a
tached to a compressed air driven turbine shaft swept
image onto a stationary 35-mm film~400 ASA T-Max!
held in a circular arc over 240°.

The test sample consisted of a PMMA sheet of dim
sions 15035036 mm bonded to an aluminum sheet
same dimensions along a 5036 mm surface. The sampl
was supported between two anvils 280 mm apart relativ

Fig. 4 Comparison of optically measured load from the CGS fringes
with the applied load.
.

-

e

the load line. The sample was impacted on the PMMA ed
at a distance of 12.5 mm from the bond line by launching
pneumatically operated linear thruster. The impact was
livered through a steel tup~approximate weight 7.5 kg!
attached to the actuator with an impact velocity of appro
mately 3.5 m/s. A thin (;100 mm) adhesive back coppe
film was fixed to the PMMA edge in the contact region an
was made part of a laser triggering circuit. First the rotati
mirror was brought to the required speed prior to launch
the impactor. The impactor, upon contacting the specim
~time t50 sec!, triggered the laser to produce a string
laser pulses at the preset repetition rate over a gated pe
lasting a third of the period of the turbine shaft rotatio
The resulting interference fringes were captured on
film.

A few representative fringe patterns from the ear
stages of the impact fromt50 to 66ms are shown in Fig.
6. The fringe sensitivity is 3.631024 rad/fringe. It should
be noted that the far field essentially remains a unifo
light fringe (n50) over the period under consideration

Fig. 6 Representative fringe patterns near the vicinity of the impact
load acting on the edge of the PMMA sheet near a polymer-metal
interface.
Fig. 5 Schematic of the experimental setup used for dynamic contact stress field mapping using CGS
and high-speed photography.
1935Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 11, November 1999
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Evidently, the fringe patterns resemble the ones obtai
during static experiments. This suggests that the stress
equations for the dynamic stresses are similar to the one
Eq. ~13! and all the inertial effects due to dynamic loadin
enter through the instantaneous load levelP5P(t). Thus,
using a procedure identical to the one used for analyz
the static fringe patterns, the loading historyP(t) was ob-
tained. The loading history thus obtained is plotted in Fig
and each value is an average of the ones obtained by
sidering fringe data in the region 0.5,r /B,1.0 in the
analysis alongu50°. The loading history seems to be e
sentially linear, suggesting a ramp loading with a load
rate of approximately 14 MN/s over the duration.

The measurements thus obtained need to be inde
dently validated since there is no closed form solut
available for comparing the experimental data in this ca
Hence, a finite element simulation of the impact experim
was undertaken. The simulation was carried out using
ANSYS™ finite element package. The plane stress ela

Fig. 7 The loading history obtained from the CGS fringes (solid
symbols) and finite element simulation (broken line) based on con-
stant velocity impact on PMMA.

Fig. 8 Finite element discretization of the model used in the com-
putations.
1936 Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 11, November 1999
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dynamic finite element model@see Fig. 8# consisted of 2826
eight-node isoparametric elements subjected to constan
locity line loading of 3.5 m/s. The assumption of consta
tup velocity during the impact is reasonable in view of t
large modulus ratio between the tup/impactor and PMM
@see Table 1#. The computed values of the impact load a
shown in Fig. 7 as a broken line. Evidently, the agreem
between the two results is good over the duration. The
perimental results overestimate the load level toward
end of the duration due to the interaction between the m
interface and the loading point that is not considered in
analysis of the experimental results.

6 Conclusions

The method of real-time shearing interferometry has b
extended for stress field examination in the vicinity of
cylindrical contact at the edge of a planar half-space. T
stress fields have been mapped under both static and
velocity loading conditions. High-speed photography
used to record interference fringes for the case of a cons
velocity impact on the edge of a PMMA sheet. The d
namic loading history has been directly evaluated by int
preting the fringe data through stress field equations fo
homogeneous half-space. In view of the closeness of
impact point to interface between the polymer and
metal, independent elasto-dynamic finite element simu
tions were undertaken. The computed values of the ins
taneous load at the contact point are seen to be in g
agreement with the optical measurements.
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Table 1 Dynamic material properties.

Young’s
modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Longitudinal
wave speed

(m/s)

Shear
wave speed

(m/s)

PMMA 3.3 0.35 2080 1000

Aluminum 70.0 0.30 6300 3100

Steel 200.0 0.28 5900 3200
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